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ABSTRACT: Aptamers, single-stranded nucleic acids that can
selectively bind to various target molecules, have been widely used
for constructing biosensors. A major challenge in this ﬁeld, however, is
direct sensing of analytes in complex biological media such as undiluted
serum. While progress has been made in developing an inhomogeneous
assay by using a preseparation step to wash away the interferences
within serum, a facile strategy for direct detection of targets in
homogeneous unprocessed serum is highly desired. We herein report a
turn-on luminescent aptamer biosensor for the direct detection of
adenosine in undiluted and unprocessed serum, by taking advantage of
a terbium chelate complex with long luminescence lifetime to achieve
time-resolved detection. The sensor exhibits a detection limit of 60 μM adenosine while marinating excellent selectivity that is
comparable to those in buﬀer. The approach demonstrated here can be applied for direct detection and quantiﬁcation of a broad
range of analytes in biological media by using other aptamers.
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etection and quantiﬁcation of various analytes related to
health and environment has attracted intense attention
recently due to their applications in areas such as biomedical
diagnostics and environmental monitoring. While signiﬁcant
progress has been made in developing sensors for the detection
of these analytes,1−4 it is still very diﬃcult to apply the sensors
in detecting their targets in biological ﬂuids eﬀectively.5
Aptamers, obtained through a combinatorial selection process
called systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX), are single-stranded nucleic acids that bind a
speciﬁc target molecule.6−15 Mimicking natural evolution,
SELEX has resulted in many aptamers that can bind a broad
range of biological targets with high aﬃnity and with speciﬁcity
comparable to that of antibodies, such as small organic
molecules, proteins, viruses, and cells.6−15
Aptamers oﬀer distinct advantages over antibodies, such as
small size, high stability, low cost, ease of modiﬁcation, and
simple production without the need of live animals or cells.11
Because of these properties, aptamers have been used widely
for constructing biosensors.11−23 The design strategy is to
transform the speciﬁc binding event into detectable signals,
such as ﬂuorescence, 24−35 colorimetry, 36−45 magnetic
ﬁeld,46−48 electrochemistry,49−58 and glucose,59 so that portable
devices can be used for on-site and real-time detection and
quantiﬁcation. Although the performance of these sensors such
as limit of detection is excellent, the use of aqueous buﬀer in
most of these studies has limited their applications in
biomedical research and disease diagnostics. To overcome
this limitation, a few studies have been reported detection in
real biological samples such as in serum. However, the serum
used was often diluted signiﬁcantly (e.g., 10% serum),25,46,60
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due to the strong interference from species in the biological
ﬂuids, which can result in a very high background that masks
the detection signal. To date, only a few aptamer-based
biosensors have been developed for the detection in undiluted
and unprocessed serum.43,61,62 For example, aptamer-based
sensors for detection of cocaine in 100% serum were reported
based on lateral ﬂow separation43 or microﬂuidic electrochemical approach.62 In a more recent example, Huang and Liu
reported the aptamer-based sensor for detection of adenosine
in 30% or 90% serum (with detection limits of 167 μM and 200
μM, respectively) using ﬂow cytometry.61 Since such a method
is inhomogeneous, requiring a preseparation step based on the
immobilization of DNA on magnetic beads to wash away the
interferences within serum, a facile strategy for direct detection
of targets in homogeneous unprocessed serum is highly desired.
To meet such a challenge, we report herein a simple “turn-on”
luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET) aptamer
biosensor for the direct detection of adenosine in 100%
serum without any sample dilution or separation procedure,
which shows a detection limit comparable to the inhomogeneous ﬂuorescent assay for adenosine detection in serum.61
Lanthanide chelate complexes are well established probes for
luminescence-based biological assays, which have two distinct
properties that enable sensitive biosensing application.63,64
First, multiple sharp emission bands (<10 nm at halfmaximum) and large Stoke’s shifts (>150 nm) enable eﬃcient
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determination of protein−protein interactions, and analysis of
ion channels in living cells.63,67,68,70,71 The lanthanide complex
used here as an energy transfer donor contains a chelate
(diethylenetriaminepentacetic acid) to protect the lanthanide
from solvent quenching eﬀects, a covalently attached organic
chromophore (carbostyril 124) to act as an antenna to absorb
the excitation light and transfer the energy to lanthanide ions,
and a reactive site (maleimide) to attach the complex to
biomolecules (see structure in Figure 1).72,73 The 3′-BHQ-1modiﬁed oligonucleotides is used as a quencher. The structure
of the linkage of the terbium complex and BHQ-1 with DNA
was shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. As
shown in Figure 2, the Tb strand exhibits characteristic terbium

spectral separation of emission signals. Second, the long-lived
luminescence lifetime of lanthanide complexes allows timeresolved luminescence (TRL) detection methods to completely
eliminate the interference of background ﬂuorescence originating from autoﬂuorescence and excitation light scattering by
setting appropriate delay time.63 For these reasons, recent
eﬀorts have sought to conjugate lanthanide probes to
antibodies, oligonucleotides, and proteins for various applications.63−68 Most recently, TRL microscopy was developed,
making lanthanide probes based TRL imaging a promising
technology for next-generation bioimaging.68 Even though
biological ﬂuids contain numerous species that could interfere
with detection, it has been demonstrated that aptamers can still
selectively recognize their targets in such media.43,61,62,69 In
contrast to the common steady-state ﬂuorescence measurements of most ﬂuorescent sensors, TRL are rarely aﬀected by
autoﬂuorescence in the biological samples. In our biosensor
design, terbium luminescence was introduced to combine with
aptamer for the construction of a time-resolved LRET-based
assay for the direct detection of adenosine in serum.
The aptamer luminescence sensor was designed as shown in
Figure 1. The sensor contains three nucleic acid strands: a

Figure 2. Normalized emission (a) and excitation (b) spectrum of the
Tb-DNA donors and the absorption spectrum of Q-DNA acceptors
(c). The radiative transitions of Tb3+ from the 5D4 energy level to
diﬀerent ground levels (7FJ) are assigned to the corresponding
emission bands.

luminescence arising from transitions from a 5D4 excited state
to diﬀerent ground levels (5D4−7FJ) upon excitation with nearUV light (λex = 344 nm). The absorption spectrum of the Q
strand has a maximal absorption in the 450−600 nm range,
which overlaps extensively with the terbium transitions, thus
providing for eﬃcient LRET between the donor and acceptor.
The spectra of the terbium emission of the assembled duplex
in HEPES buﬀer (20 mM, 200 mM NaCl, and pH 7.4) before
and after addition of diﬀerent concentrations of adenosine are
presented in Figure 3. An increase in the characteristic terbium
luminescence bands can be observed after addition of
increasing concentrations of adenosine, indicating that the
binding of adenosine by the adenosine aptamer caused the
release of the Q strand and thus the increase of terbium
luminescence. The real-time signaling test shows that the
binding and subsequent switching was fast, and the response
reached equilibrium within 1 min after adenosine addition
(Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The selectivity of
this method toward adenosine over two other nucleotides was
also tested. Addition of 5 mM uridine or cytidine did not
induce any luminescence enhancement.
To evaluate the luminescence sensor performance in
complex biological media, the steady-state ﬂuorescence
emission spectra of the aptamer sensor in 100% serum before
and after addition of 5 mM of adenosine were collected (Figure
4A). There was almost no luminescence enhancement in this
case, most likely due to the strong autoﬂuorescence and light
scattering eﬀect of the serum, which is known to contain a

Figure 1. Scheme of the design of the adenosine sensor based on a
terbium complex conjugated to a DNA aptamer.

DNA strand labeled with a terbium chelate complex at the 5′end (Tb strand), a DNA strand modiﬁed with a quencher at the
3′-end (Q strand), and a linker DNA strand (aptamer strand).
The linker DNA can be divided into three segments: the ﬁrst
segment (in blue) hybridizing with the Tb strand; the second
segment (in gray) hybridizing with the last ﬁve nucleotides of
the Q strand; and the third segment (in green) containing 27
nucleotides that code for the adenosine aptamer, seven of
which are complementary to those on the Q strand. In the
absence of the adenosine, the three DNA molecules assemble
into the tripartite duplex structure, which lead to the close
proximity of the terbium chelate complex and the quencher and
thus the eﬃcient luminescence quenching due to the
luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET). In the
presence of target, the aptamer changes its structure to bind
adenosine, leaving only ﬁve base pairs to hybridize with the Q
strand, which is unstable at room temperature due to lower
melting temperature. As a result, the Q strand dissociates from
the aptamer strand, resulting in an increase of luminescence
intensity of the terbium complex.
LRET, a modiﬁed spectroscopic technique of the widely used
ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), has shown
great potentials in bioanalysis, such as detection of DNA,
B
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Figure 3. (a) Steady-state emission spectra of the aptamer sensor upon the addition of increased concentrations of adenosine in the HEPES buﬀer
solution (λex = 344 nm). (b) Emission intensity of the sensor at 545 nm as a function of adenosine concentrations. The inset shows the selectivity of
the sensor toward adenosine over other nucleosides at 5 mM concentration (Guanosine was not tested due to its low solubility in aqueous solution
at such a concentration).

aptamer. This system has sensitivity and selectivity in undiluted
serum comparable to other homogeneous adenosine sensor
systems in buﬀers. Since aptamers speciﬁc for many other
analysts can be obtained through SELEX, the described method
is independent of exact sequences used and the conjugation of
lanthanide complexes to DNA can be easily realized based on
various reactive lanthanide chelate complexes, this approach
can be further extended to other aptamer-based sensing
systems for detecting and quantifying many analytes of interest.
Furthermore, considering strong autoﬂuorescence in vitro and
in vivo, the lanthanide probes conjugated to the aptamer will
greatly improve bioimaging and biosensing based on the most
recently developed time-resolved luminescence microscopy.

number of endogenous components that produce a high
autoﬂuorescence background in the visible emission range.
These results suggest that the autoﬂuorescence and scattering
interferences led to a serious limitation of the ﬂuorescent
aptamer biosensor assay on analytical accuracy and test
sensitivity in a complex environment.
Since most of the background ﬂuorescence of organic
ﬂuorophores and biological molecules has a lifetime of <10 ns,
the much longer luminescence lifetime of the Tb3+ ions (on the
order of milliseconds) enables the use of a time-resolved
technique to eliminate short-lifetime background ﬂuorescent
signals. First, we test the stability of the terbium complex in
serum, which shows that it is very stable in serum even after
incubation for 1 day (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).
To conﬁrm that our aptamer sensor is feasible for time-resolved
luminescence detection in a complex environment, the LRET
of the same samples with varying concentrations of adenosine
was measured in 100% serum using a delay time of 50 μs. As
shown in Figure 4B, the luminescence signal of the Tb3+
emission band at 545 nm increased with increasing adenosine
concentration, reaching a ∼4-fold increase at ∼5 mM
adenosine, in contrast to a mere 1.03-fold increase when a
steady-state luminescence measurement was performed. The
inset of Figure 4B shows that the time-resolved response curve
at the low concentration region can be ﬁt to a linear response
with a detection limit of 60 μM adenosine. This detection limit
is comparable to other homogeneous adenosine aptamer-based
sensors in buﬀer solution25−27,34,44−47 and lower than that of
the reported adenosine aptamer assays in undiluted serum.61
The selectivity of the sensor in the serum was also tested with 5
mM of various nucleotides. As shown in Figure 4C, 5 mM
uridine or cytidine induced little luminescence change
compared with the untreated sensor, suggesting that the high
selectivity of the aptamer was maintained. On the other hand,
for most aptamer-based ﬂuorescent sensor, at least 100−500 μL
of sample is needed to ﬁll a ﬂuorescence cuvette. For our
method, we demonstrate that as little as 20 μL of serum is
suﬃcient for each assay, which beneﬁts their practical
applications.
In summary, by taking advantage of the long lifetime of the
Tb3+ luminescence that favors a time-resolved LRET assay
method to eliminate background ﬂuorescent signals and light
scattering in complex biological media, we have demonstrated
the use of aptamer for direct detection of target in undiluted
serum with a terbium chelate complex conjugated to the

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All DNA samples (including the linker DNA, the
quencher-labeled DNA, and the thiol-modiﬁed DNA) were
synthesized in Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Coralville,
IA). The terbium complex conjugated DNA was synthesized
according to our reported method based on the reaction of
thiol-modiﬁed DNA with maleimide-functionalized terbium
complex.72,73 Human serum (type AB), adenosine, cytidine,
and uridine were purchased from Aldrich. Buﬀers were
prepared in Millipore water.
Sensor Preparation and Luminescence Measurements. Aptamer stock solution was prepared by incubation
of 400 nM terbium complex labeled DNA, 800 nM aptamer
linker, and 1.2 μM quencher-labeled DNA in HEPEs buﬀer (20
mM, 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) or in the human blood serum for
1 h to ensure that nucleic acids are hybridized to each other
completely. For the steady-state luminescence measurement,
the aptamer stock solution was then diluted 4-fold with HEPEs
buﬀer or pure serum. The luminescence response of the sample
for adenosine was monitored on a FluoroMax-P ﬂuorimeter
(HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc., Edison, NJ). A volume of 200 μL of
the above sensor solution was mixed with a small volume of
concentrated adenosine solution. After 10 min, the emission
spectra of the sample were recorded with the excitation at 344
nm. For TRL measurement in serum, the aptamer serum stock
solution was ﬁrst diluted 2-fold with pure serum, and a 10 μL
volume of this solution was placed in separate wells of a black
96-well Molecular Devices HE high-eﬃciency microplate
(Molecular Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Then a 10 μL of
serum solution containing diﬀerent concentrations of adenosine
C
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All samples were prepared in triplicate to measure the
luminescence.
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